Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  BEGIN MISSION -@-@-@-@-

CO_Krust says:
::feels the ship leave orbit and heads to the bridge::

FCO_Braun says:
:: increases speed as the ship escapes the planet ::

CEO_Krieg says:
::in engineering, brooding over a schematic::

CTO_Terr says:
@::sitting in the cramped shuttlecraft Luxor, entering the system::

CSO_Fist says:
::calling up last known coordinates of life form at Science I::

SO_Wilks says:
:: sitting at Sci II ::

FCO_Braun says:
:: engages at full impulse with heading to Tenarus VI ::

CO_Krust says:
:: enters turbo lift:: TL: bridge

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  TENARUS VI, THE GREAT GAS GIANT, LOOMS AHEAD

FCO_Braun says:
:: drops from impulse and enters into standard orbit ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::runs a scan and finds the Pharaoh, in orbit of Tenarus VI::

CEO_Krieg says:
::curtly::<Zimmerman>:Lock down the port plamsa manifold. Get on it, crewman.

CSO_Fist says:
::transferring coordinates to FCO::

CO_Krust says:
::enters bridge and sits in hard chair::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: report

CSO_Fist says:
SO: You scan the upper atmosphere; I'll penetrate the lower.

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Captain!  We are in orbit now... I am approaching the last known coordinates of the life form.

Host Steve says:
<Zimmerman>  ::scurries off::

CTO_Terr says:
@::decides to hail Pharaoh in a few minutes::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: excellent, then began a standard search pattern

SO_Wilks says:
CSO: I'm on it Chief

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, Captain...

CEO_Krieg says:
::scowls looks lost for a fraction of a second::

FCO_Braun says:
:: begins to polt an overlaying search pattern safely away from the planet's plasma storms ::

CO_Krust says:
CSO: keep and eye on long-range sensors, I don't want any surprises...

SO_Wilks says:
:: Begins cascadeing scans of the upper atmosphere to minimize atmospheric interference::

CTO_Terr says:
@COMM *USS Pharaoh*: This is Shuttlecraft Luxor on approach, entering Tenarus system. Request vector for recovery?

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Aye, sir

FCO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Course plotted... intiating search pattern...  ::sends a copy of nav map to CSO::

CO_Krust says:
::notes hail from Luxor::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: plot a course for Lt. Terrance, and upload please.

CSO_Fist says:
::Keeps eye on LRS::

FCO_Braun says:
*Luxor*  :: grins:: Mr. Terrance, is that you...?  Welcome back.  Sending you an approach vector now... be careful of the planet's storms...

FCO_Braun says:
:: approach vector transmitted to the Luxor ::

CSO_Fist says:
FCO: I'm reading a large plasma storm course heading 113.2,

CTO_Terr says:
*Pharaoh*: Good to here your voice Jakob, I've recieved your vector

FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  Thank you, Mr. Fist, plasma storm noted... I'll steer us away...

CO_Krust says:
::looks that navigation readout::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE SHIP RUMBLES AS THE STORM RAGES AHEAD OF THEM

CEO_Krieg says:
*FCO*:Mr. Braun, ::punches up file:: I'm sending you the ship's hull pressure ratings. I've made a few adjustments to secure us. Von Krieg out.

FCO_Braun says:
:: adjusts search pattern to skirt the storm ::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Sir, I have a theory.  Perhaps the creature is the cause of the plasma storms.

FCO_Braun says:
:: sends plasma storms coordinates to Luxor ::

FCO_Braun says:
:: listens to CSO's theory ::

CO_Krust says:
CSO: interesting, didn't  your findings revealed it breathed ammonia compounds as well?

CTO_Terr says:
@::plots course for Pharaoh and goes to warp::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Only a preliminary suggestion, sir.  Nothing positive.

CTO_Terr says:
@::comes out of warp aft of the ship::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE SHUTTLE LUXOR DROPS FROM WARP OUTSIDE TENARUS VI'S ATMOSPHERE....AND SLOWS TO IMPULSE

FCO_Braun says:
*CEO* Thank you, Chief... I have a strong feeling we may be weathering storms again...

CTO_Terr says:
@::begins approach::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: We need some bait.  A lower pass may draw it out.

FCO_Braun says:
:: opens shuttlebay door to take in the Luxor ::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  SEVERAL RANDOM PLASMA SPIKES FLASH AROUND THE PHARAOH

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: This is Luxor, requesting orders

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Sir...?  I suggest we stay above the storm until we bring the Luxor back on board...

CO_Krust says:
FCO: get the tractor beam on the Luxor, bring him home.

CSO_Fist says:
::routing power to shields::

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, sir...

CO_Krust says:
*Luxor* standby Mr. Terrance, we're bringing you in.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FROM BELOW THE LUXOR, A STREAM OF PLASMA SHOOTS INTO THE HEAVENS.  SLAMMING NEATLY INTO THE SHUTTLES PORT NACELLE, IT KNOCKS THE SMALL CRAFT FOR A LOOP....SHEARING THE NACELLE CLEAN OFF

FCO_Braun says:
:: inititates tractor beam onto the ailing shuttle ::

CO_Krust says:
::hears proximity alarms::

CSO_Fist says:
::locking on to Mr. Terrance::

CTO_Terr says:
*Pharaoh*: Uh, Aye Sir, you have control. ::surprised to hear the CO talk to him::

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: I've got a problem here, I'm venting drive plasma, release tractor

CEO_Krieg says:
::taps into the main sensor array::

CO_Krust says:
All: do  we have it ?

CSO_Fist says:
CO: A large mass is emerging from below!

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Mr. Terrance reports having problems, he suggest we disengage the tractor beam...

FCO_Braun says:
:: disengages tractor beam ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::ignores the alarms and tries to correct the shuttle's course, then notices the large mass below. Aloud:  What the ....

CO_Krust says:
All: yellow alert! transport Lt. Terrance now!

CSO_Fist says:
::energizing::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  DUE TO PLASMA INTEREFERENCE, THE TRANSPORT FAILS

CTO_Terr says:
@::feels the transporter take control::

CO_Krust says:
CSO: directly to the bridge!

CTO_Terr says:
@::then fails::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE BEAM DEPOSITS TERRANCE BACK INTO HIS SEAT

SO_Wilks says:
:: Begins working on a way to beam through the interference::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FROM BELOW, A GREAT CREATURE BEGINS TO RISE

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Sir...?  Suggest we move to a higher orbit with the Luxor in tow...

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: I know your busy, but what the heck is that thing?  ::still tries to keep the shuttle in line::

CO_Krust says:
CSO: Do you  have him!? ::stands::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Working!

CO_Krust says:
FCO: do it!

CSO_Fist says:
::reconfiguring transporter::

FCO_Braun says:
:: intiates the tractor beam and pulls away from the planet ::

CO_Krust says:
SO: concentrate scans on the life form.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE CREATURE, ROUGHLY THE SIZE OF THE PHARAOH GLIDES UP AND WRAPS ITSELF AROUND THE SHUTTLE LUXOR...

CSO_Fist says:
::energizing::

CTO_Terr says:
@::looks out the window to see nothingness, and knows that whatever it is has the shuttle::

FCO_Braun says:
:: feels the ship lurch at pulling the heavier mass ::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE CREATURE BEGINS FIGHTING WITH THE PHARAOH.....NOT WELL, BUT SLOWING THEIR ASCENT

CO_Krust says:
CSO: trying narrowing the confinement beam.

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: I have an idea. I'm losing main power and I can shunt what's left to iradiate the hull and try and throw this thing off. Do you concur?

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: I'll only get one shot at this

CO_Krust says:
::hears hail::  *Luxor* give it a try Andrew!

CTO_Terr says:
@::straps into the seat as the shuttle buffets around::

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: Standby

FCO_Braun says:
:: continues to pull both Luxor and lifeform into higher orbit ::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Sir, if we can surround the creature with Hydro-chloride gas it will extinguish it's ammonium supply.

CTO_Terr says:
@::notes the creature sucking the drive plasma and also notes more power loss, then gets an idea::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: if we can pull it out of the atmosphere....

FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  Mr. Fist?  The creature was reluctant to follow us before... maybe if we pull it into a higher orbit it might let go...?

CO_Krust says:
CSO: can you set it up quickly?

CTO_Terr says:
@*Pharaoh*: I can't do it, but that creature is feeding off my venting plasma, if you were to jettison a pod of plasma, more than my shuttle has, it might draw it off

CSO_Fist says:
FCO: Do you have enough power?

FCO_Braun says:
CSO:  So far it is slow going, but my board still shows green...

CSO_Fist says:
::loading thrusters with hydro chloride gas::

CTO_Terr says:
@::notes the "power failure" screen and nootes the "Warning. Life Support Failure" alarm::

CTO_Terr says:
@::communications just go offline and Terrance wonders whether his last message got through::

CEO_Krieg says:
::becomes slightly excited after reviewing the sensors:: *CO* Sir, I think I have a connection.  The shuttle's drive plasma is similar to the plasma in the atmosphere.  It might feed on the energy. The shuttle is a food source!

SO_Wilks says:
:: Trys to access emergency power ::

CTO_Terr says:
@::notes all power fails::

CEO_Krieg says:
::punches up another schematic::

CSO_Fist says:
::begins venting gas in a desperate measure to save his comrade::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  WITH A LURCH, THE CREATURE FALLS AWAY FROM THE SHUTTLE, DRIFTING DOWN INTO THE ATMOSPHERE

CTO_Terr says:
@::the shuttle starts to spin in the wake of the creature::

FCO_Braun says:
:: feels the the Pharaoh pull the Luxor up, compensates for the loss of the lifeform ::

CSO_Fist says:
SO: Begin compiling data.

SO_Wilks says:
CO: Captain, the creature is entering the atmosphere

CSO_Fist says:
::energizing::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  FINALLY CLEAR OF THE INTERFERENCE, LIEUTENANT TERRANCE IS BEAMED OVER TO THE PHARAOH'S BRIDGE

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Sir, I've got him!

FCO_Braun says:
:: sees the stressed out CTO arrive ::

CTO_Terr says:
::materialises, ironically, beside his station, TAC 1::

CTO_Terr says:
::breaths a sigh of relief::

FCO_Braun says:
:: continues to guide the shuttle in with tractor beam ::

CTO_Terr says:
::turns to the captain and says:: Permission to come aboard Sir?

CO_Krust says:
::still standing:: CTO: welcome back Mr. Terrance, pleasant trip?

CSO_Fist says:
::tracking creatures movement::

FCO_Braun says:
:: grins :: CTO:  Mr. Terrance...?  You sure know how to make an entrance...

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE CREATURE SLIDS BACK INTO THE BRIGHT GOLD AND RED CLOUDS

CTO_Terr says:
::smiles:: CO: It had its moments

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: Yoou know me, if theres no grandeur, there's no Andrew Terrance

CO_Krust says:
CTO: we have a crisis situation... you'll have to wait Lt. ::slaps CTO on the back::

SO_Wilks says:
CO: if we can hit the creature with an isolinear tag, it will help us to learn about its biological structure more easily

FCO_Braun says:
:: laughs at CTO's remark ::

CO_Krust says:
SO: excellent idea, make it so.

CTO_Terr says:
::laughs at the joke::

CEO_Krieg says:
::on a viewscreen, sees the shuttle leaking atmosphere...sighs slightly::

CTO_Terr says:
CO: Permission to return to duty?

SO_Wilks says:
CO: Aye

CTO_Terr says:
CEO: I'm sorry Magnus, that shuttle has been my home for the last few weeks and I promise to help you rebuild it

SO_Wilks says:
CTO: target that creature, i am preparing to tag him

CO_Krust says:
:: smiles slightly :: All: all right people, let's get back to work. ::indicates tactical station to Terrance::

FCO_Braun says:
:: finishes bringing the damaged Luxor aboard ::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE LUXOR IS SET DOWN, LISTING TO PORT THANKS TO THE MISSING NACELLE

FCO_Braun says:
:: closes shuttlebay doors ::

CEO_Krieg says:
*CTO* Acknowledged, Lt. .....welcome home.

CTO_Terr says:
::walks over to TAC 1 and releives Cheif Petty Officer Elgin, then begins a targetting scan of the planet::

CSO_Fist says:
::prepares a plasma charge to entice the creature from its lair::

CO_Krust says:
* CEO* Magnus, send a team to appraise the damage on the Luxor

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: Whatd' I miss?

CEO_Krieg says:
*CO* Yes sir. Damage control is on its way.

FCO_Braun says:
CTO:  Dave... we need to talk later... I have a profitable venture that we could involve ourselves in...

SO_Wilks says:
CTO: Chief? Will you plaese shoot him with the isolinear tag i have loaded, it will help me learm more about his biological structure

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Sir, I have a plasma charge ready.  When the creature surfaces we can do a fly-by and affix the tag.

FCO_Braun says:
<< Andrew >>

CO_Krust says:
::over hears FCO::  so it was you, Jakob!

CTO_Terr says:
::notes the new SO:: SO: Sorry, there, (looks at rank) erm, Mr. Wilks? I'm loading in the tag now

SO_Wilks says:
CTO: tag him as soon as possible

FCO_Braun says:
:: feigns innocence :: CO:  What, me, Captain...?

CTO_Terr says:
::loads the tag and asks the FCO who the new guy is::

FCO_Braun says:
:: aside to CTO :: CTO:  New science officer from the Artemis...

CEO_Krieg says:
::looks around to engineering crewman. points finger at two people:: <Crewmen>Get a damage control kit and report to shuttle bay one. I want a damage assessment ASAP. Dismissed.

CO_Krust says:
:: narrows eyes::  FCO: we will speak later

CTO_Terr says:
::just waits for the creature to come out, before firing the tag, wanting a clean shot::

OPSFowler says:
::At her station::

CEO_Krieg says:
::Crewmen, looking perplexed at von Krieg's demeanor, leave for the shuttle bay::

FCO_Braun says:
:: brings the bow of the Pharoah about towards the planet ::

CTO_Terr says:
::slaps combadge:: *CEO*: Magnus, theres some very important cargo in the shuttle, I'd be greatful if your guys could try and resurect it if it's broken

CSO_Fist says:
CO: Simulations indicate the plasma charge would strain our systems and prevent a fly-by.  I suggest powering down, "dead in the water", after releasing the plasma charge.

SO_Wilks says:
CTO: we need to tag him now

CO_Krust says:
CTO: do you have a target?

CTO_Terr says:
SO: Hold your horses. I'm just getting a positive lock

CTO_Terr says:
CO: A couple of seconds Sir, I don't want to miss

CTO_Terr says:
CO: And... ::presses the firing button:: Tag away

FCO_Braun says:
:: edges closer to the lifeforms coordinates ::

CEO_Krieg says:
*CTO* Understood.

SO_Wilks says:
CTO: thank you

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE CHARGE RELEASED, THE SHIP'S MAIN POWER SUDDENLY DROPS AS VITAL DRIVE PLASMA IS RELEASED INTO THE BAIT.....WITH A LURCH, THE PHARAOH IS WHIPPED AHEAD BY THE PLASMA CURRENTS.......

CTO_Terr says:
SO: No problem

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE ISOLENEAR TAG POD STREAKS OUT AND CATCHES THE GREAT CREATURE AS IT SWOOPS IN ON THE POD

FCO_Braun says:
:: attempts to compensate with thrusters ::

CEO_Krieg says:
All: What the.....!

SO_Wilks says:
CO: i am recieving information

CTO_Terr says:
CO: Direct hit Sir, told you I wouldn't miss.

Host Steve (PowerDown.wav)

SO_Wilks says:
:: begins to analyse information

SO_Wilks says:
::

OPSFowler says:
::Hangs on to her board while riding out the bumps::

FCO_Braun says:
CEO:  Chief!?  I have a sudden loss of power!

CO_Krust says:
All: excellent, if we are receiving telemetry get us out of here

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  HELM CONTROL IS NOT RESPONDING

CO_Krust says:
* CEO* status

FCO_Braun says:
BridgeCrew:  Helm is not responding, attempting to reroute...

CTO_Terr says:
::another fine mess I've gotten myself into, Terrance thinks, wishing he took some more days at home with his supposedly dead wife and son::

SO_Wilks says:
:: routes helm to Science II::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  WHAT LITTLE HELM CONTROL IS LEFT IS NOW RUNNING THROUGH SCIENCE 2

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: I hope that kid can fly

CSO_Fist says:
::buckles up::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: why are we not backing off Jakob!?

SO_Wilks says:
CO: i have helm control... but i'm warning, i'm not exactly a starship pilot

CSO_Fist says:
::crosses fingers::

James is now known as JamesBot.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  ON THE MAIN VIEWER, AS THE SHIP SLIDES INTO A FLAT SPIN, A GREAT PLASMA STORM APPEARS TO BE DRAWING THE SHIP IN......

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Sir, I have no control.. helm has been rerouted to Science II

CSO_Fist says:
::rubs rabbit's foot::

CSO_Fist says:
::kisses four-leaf clover::

FCO_Braun says:
::jumps to Science II ::

FCO_Braun says:
SO:  Shall I...?

CEO_Krieg says:
*Co* Sir, What's going on up there? We're venting plasma!:: looks at panel:: That stunt shut down the core. We've to reintialize the system.

SO_Wilks says:
FCO: i thought you'd never ask :: stands up::

CO_Krust says:
::looks at screen:: FCO: let's go Shall we?... ::stands again::

OPSFowler says:
::Mutters to herself sarcastically:: This could be fun 

FCO_Braun says:
:: sits and begins to handle the controls ::

CSO_Fist says:
*CEO*: We're dead meat if we keep venting plasma.

CO_Krust says:
*CEO* we need the helm control now!

FCO_Braun says:
:: intiates thruster to avoid flat spin ::

CEO_Krieg says:
::curses and runs to the core control panel::

JamesBot is now known as James.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THE SHIP BEGINS TO SLOW IN ITS SPIN, BUT CONTINUES TO FALL INTO THE STORM

CO_Krust says:
OPS: Nancy, can you re-rout power?

CSO_Fist says:
::closing plasma vents::

OPSFowler says:
CO: Trying sir

FCO_Braun says:
:: orients ship to skim above storm and slow descent ::

CTO_Terr says:
Ops: Take power from the phasers and route em to helm. The torps should keep that thing at bay

FCO_Braun says:
:: initiates impulse engines and brings to nose up slightly ::

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: What about trying to bounch the ship off the atmosphere?

CEO_Krieg says:
::the core churns slugglishly::

CO_Krust says:
CTO: do not fire, unless absolutely necessary.

OPSFowler says:
::Fingers dance over her board:: CTO: Got it ::Follows the CTO's advice::

SO_Wilks says:
:: sits at helm, tries to restore control::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  THRUSTER POWER JUMPS TO 100% - NO IMPULSE CHURN YET

CTO_Terr says:
CO: I wasn't going to Sir, just saying that if it did attack, I could handle it with the torps, so that phasers could be used to power the helm

FCO_Braun says:
CTO:  Working on it, I am trying to skip us like a stone off a pond...

FCO_Braun says:
:: continues to use thrusters to fly the Pharoah straight and true ::

OPSFowler says:
::Continues to reroute power to the helm::

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning for tag location and vector::

CEO_Krieg says:
*CO* Sir, we might be looking a cold restart. Get ready for a rough ride out.

SO_Wilks says:
:: notices that the helm proximity alarm activates::

FCO_Braun says:
*CEO* How about impulse...?

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  WITH A LURCH, THE INERT CORE SUDDENLY BEGINS TO PULSE WITH ITS FAMILIAR BEAT

CO_Krust says:
FCO: good idea, hopefully the storm is dense enough to"skip" us.

FCO_Braun says:
:: sees power back onto the board ::

FCO_Braun says:
:: noses up and engages at full 1/4 impulse ::

CTO_Terr says:
::hears the power up sound of the core::

CO_Krust says:
*CEO* Cold start! be careful Lt.

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  MAIN POWER RETURNS AS THE CORE THRUMS TO LIFE

SO_Wilks says:
:: begins pressing pannels at helm tring to see whats 'alive' ::

CTO_Terr says:
::notes the wild pressings of the SO and wonders if the kid knows what he's doing::

CO_Krust says:
::notes primary power indicator::

FCO_Braun says:
:: sighs as the Pharoah leaves the planet :: BridgeCrew:  I could use a beer...

SO_Wilks says:
:: notes that everything at helm has restored, and also notes that there is a plasma surge directly under the ship

CO_Krust says:
FCO: move us away

CEO_Krieg says:
::looks relieved:: *CO* Sir, engines are on line. No damage to report.

SO_Wilks says:
<::>

FCO_Braun says:
CO: Aye, sir... moving away...

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: Jakob, when are you going to get off that soda and have a real drink of Irish whiskey?

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning orbital space::

Host Steve says:
ACTION:  AS THE SHIP STREAKS OUT OF THE ATMOSPHERE, A HUGE TOWER OF PLASMA SENDS THEM OFF WITH A FLOURISH

CO_Krust says:
SCI: are you still receiving information from the tag?

SO_Wilks says:
CO: yes

OPSFowler says:
::Scans for sub-space chatter::

FCO_Braun says:
:: transfers helm control from science II to flight control station ::

CEO_Krieg says:
::looks at the engines an lets a smile slip before his face hardens again::

FCO_Braun says:
:: grins :: CTO:  Soda?  I'll have you know my family enjoys a good stout German beer... and I might even get Magnus to agree...

CO_Krust says:
CTO: is that the challenge Lt.? ::curls a corner of his mouth::

SO_Wilks says:
CO: we have to leave a probe behind, we will shortly leave range of transfer

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning SRS::

FCO_Braun says:
:: moves from Science II to Flight Control ::

CTO_Terr says:
CO: If you insist Sir

SO_Wilks says:
:: moves to sci II::

OPSFowler says:
::Listens to the usual communications::

CTO_Terr says:
FCO: Oh no, don't start another war over it

FCO_Braun says:
:: laughs ::

CSO_Fist says:
::switches to LRS::

CO_Krust says:
FCO: challenge set, challenge excepted...Jakob,shall we teach our Irish friend a lesson?

SO_Wilks says:
:: launches science probe ::

CEO_Krieg says:
::straightens uniform and looks around engineering for something out of place...anything::

FCO_Braun says:
::grins:: CO:  Aye, sir, I believe we shall...

OPSFowler says:
::Listens to the challenges being made::

OPSFowler says:
::Smiles::

CTO_Terr says:
::Slaps combadge:: *CEO*: Did your guys find the ah, cargo?

CO_Krust says:
CSO: prepare a report to start fleet science, with our current findings.

CEO_Krieg says:
::Crewmen report to engineering. hand von Krieg a padd::

CSO_Fist says:
::begins dumping data into Sci/Med database::

CSO_Fist says:
CO: AYe, aye

CEO_Krieg says:
<Crewman> CEO: Your report, sir.

CO_Krust says:
FCO: take us home Jakob, full impulse

FCO_Braun says:
CO:  Aye, sir... full impulse to home...

CEO_Krieg says:
::Takes padd without comment:: Crewman: Thank you crewman. You both may return to your stations.

Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  END MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host Steve says:
-@-@-@-@-  END MISSION -@-@-@-@-


